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CEaPTBR I
imomcTioa
■Perhaps there is no more misunderstood service in e cov amity than
th;:.t of the public school.

In spite of the fact that it ifc the subject

of much free space, so ehow or other, the stockholaars (taxpayers) just
don*t seem to understand //hat it is all about.
"There are literally millions of people in America today mho do not
understand why their children in the first gr&de era not taught the A, B,
C*e, just » u they -ore taught them; who think that music, art, vocations!
training, and the other as., features of the enriched curriculum are fade
and fancies; who firmly belief© that one re.der a ye r is enough for any
child in tna primary grades and that the addition of other books is the
result of good salesmanship on the part of book company representatives;
who are positive that the vast increase in expenditures for public schools
is the r suit of inefficient manage' ant on the part of school officials
and teach rs; who still believe tin t the Blue Back speller is the best
textbook evar published; .-no have no conception of the additional duties
and responsibilities which eociat
not yet convinced that the

has loaded on the schools; and who ■?■
w .o went to the little rcc schoolhoure

■was not better prepared tor lif-r and had more useful, information than does
the modern youth woo ^r; due tea from one of the institutional -high schools.
Such people think an

ctivity pro,ram is play.

They understand nothing

^Hoea&n, £. M., "School Publicity-- A Necessity", Education. Vol. 49,

January, 19 2 9 , PP. 290-1:91.

of the spirit of freedom in the schools of today,

They ere positive

th % the c.iid in tte ao » m school gets fe smattering of many thing* but
learns notning thoroughly.
The public lacks an understanding of end an appreciation for the
school because they do not know wh»t the school is doin-:j or what goes on
in the classroom.

Visitations of parents and patrons in the classrooms

have diminished to each an extent that in many communities they ere
practically unknown#

The parents who do visit the school come so seldom

and stay for such short periods of time that they ere

ot able to form

an accurate estimate of the progress of the pupils or the aork of the
school.

They era interested in those parts of the progr-

them or that they understand.

Parents, a

to evaluate the work of the school.

*

tin *: entertain

u rule, have not been educated

They do not fully uaderetcad the

purposes of the arrangement of subject matte; or the procedures in teach
ing.

The ever^go parent doss not understand the ,;ork in the classroom

any more than they understand wh&t the mechanic doe., in repairing their
automobile, or the procedures that the deati t uses in caring for their
tooth.

**i'.u:.t they want is an assurance tb t the automobile -•111 function

ae it should and that their teeth shall be sound.

In the same -ay they

are int rested In the rusuits of the work of the school.

The parents

must b® informed what the schools are doing for their cl 11- run.
Most of the information about the school that reaches tb>- :u.rants

o
"The Problem,* The Journal of the National laucation Association.
March, 1930, p. 71.
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cones through the conversation unc reports of the ehllcr*n.

The child

generally tulles freoly shout the things th t later, at him or the things
thet disturb hit. ©.ssurance unc c .loom about the regular routine of the
day’s work,

The child bet neither

file reports ssy bo far from correct.

the ability nor the experience to ptec juog&ont.

His convere&tion is

colored by his own viewpoint tad hie social hue.-ground.
audience in the family circi

If he gets an

he any use hie ir. agination to color his

report j&th no latent ion of being dishonest,

him *.n inefficient j u % a of the

fits leek of experience %< aea

ork of the school.

From :wb t sources other then the co .vor set ion and reports of Chll ren
do parents get information shout the school?

*»h«>re no organised program

of publicity exists, tho public gets information and forts i. preasions
from three com."on sources; tfcu.t which gets into the newspaper. , school
programs, sue .thistle coate ts.
The newspaper, commonly found in most homes, le in » peculiarly
favorable position to interpret the ee.-ooi end its '-cork to the supporting
public,

the primary pur os# of th© cowannity or city newspaper la to give

to its readers a reliable picture of the life and activity of thet
community end of such parts of the state, national, tnd *orlo activities

bo may be significant at the aaaent.

Does not the school *iti its

happenings, its achleveman .6, tad it© .torios of human interest belong
in t is reliable picture of life and activity in the eoiaaunityt
But wh t do the juwopap rt, may times wholly unguidec by school
dministrwtore, tell about the achoole?
this

tudy

This i* the question that pro -pted

The Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study is (1) to show the importance of the
school publicity pro.ram in relation to the welfare of the public
school aystaci, (2 ) to aho. the amount of school publicity found in
representative nsvap-pare of North Dakota, (3 ) to point out the nature
or the news items concerning the public schools b;-ing printed in there
newspapers, ond (4 ) to a&ke suggestions for formula ting a'better school
publicity program*
l-Ci.i a

Definitions cna •Limitations of the btudy l"
for the purpose of this study, the term school publicity, will
include anything relating to the public schools, its officials and
teacher:.-, slminietr tive policies, curricula, students, activities, and
values*
After car fui thought and discussion, it -at: decided tfe.- t this study
should survey fifty North Dakota newspapers for & period of time that
would cover a full school yei-r.

for detailed information on the news

papers used in this study, r far to Table

1.

Other limitations of this study involve difficulties in classifi
cations of school news, and probable error© in measurement in column
inches due to variation of size of type, width of news columns, t.nd
make-up practices of the different newspapers*

In order to overcome

these limitations as far as possible, all news items -vere me- ured with
the same rule and measurement practice®, regarding . of size of type,
width of columns, and make-up*

7-

**

5

Source and Extent of Data
As a primary source of data, a laboratory study was made of all
obtainable issues of the fifty North Baote newspapers between August 1,
1939 and June 30, 19AO,

Each issue was carefully retd, the items of

school news selected, cla sifled, and measured in column inches.
The study covered 4058 newspapers.

Of these, sight were daily

newspapers, two were bi-weekly and forty were weekly editions.
papers used represented every type of community in the state.

The news
About

one-half of the newspapers surveyed were published in the smaller
villages, about one-third were from the moderately sized cities, end
eight were from the larger cities of the state.

Every section of the

state was portrayed; the more populous areas being most definitely rep
resented.

Tide study, therefore, represent® a true cross-section of

the state in relation to density of population.

The map in figure I

shows the distribution of the newspapers in the state.
Many of the cities and villages of the southern and southwestern
sections of the state do not h-ve a local newspaper, therefor® the
school news from those areas are published .n the county newspapers or
in the newspapers of the larger cities.

Since all areas of the state

were represented for a period of ten months, it is quite evident that
a survey of a larger number of newspapers or for a longer period of
time would not edd materially to the study or alter the value of the
results.
As & secondary source of information, extensive reacing was done on
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TABLii I
mis m x s p ^ e m a v t m in t h e s t o d y

Name of
Msssst oar

there
pubiiehed

Frequency
of Issue

Fargo Forum

Fargo, N. Dak.

Daily

ia$

Grand Fork a
Hsreld

Grand Forks,
N. Dak.

Daily

283

Devils Lake
Journal

Devils Lake,
8. Dek*

Daily

279

Haugen Pioneer

Mendsa, 8. Dak.

belly

285

Valley City
Tlasae-Reeord

Valley City,
8. Dek.

Daily

287

kllllston
Daily Herald

ailliaton,
8. Dak.

Daily

280

The Jamestown
Sun

Jamestown,
8. Dak.

Daily

279

Bifcffifcrck
Tribune

Bismarck,
8. Dek.

Daily

286

Richland County
Farmer Globe

ftahpeton,
8. Dak.

Bi-Weekly

81

Bismarck
Capitol

Bismarck,
8. Dek.

Bi-Weekly

80

Petereburg
Record

Petersburg,
8. Dek*

Weekly

41

People* s
Opinion

Valley City,
8. Dek.

Weekly

40

Pcrahall
Pleinemen

Parebel,
8. Dak.

weekly

42

Northwood
Gleaner

Norfchwood,
8. Dak.

Weekly

42

Number of
Copies Dead

N*«

TABLE I (continued)

Name of
Newspaper

Where
Published

Frequency
of Issue

Number of
Copies Used

Ranaon County
Oe&ette

Lisbon,
N. Dak.

Weekly

AO

Knox Advocate

Knox, N. Dak.

Weekly

ai

Churchc Ferry
Sun

Churcho Ferry,
N. Lek.

Weekly

Al

Kildeer Herald

Kildeer, N. Dak.

Weekly

AO

McKenzie County
Leader

Watford City,
N. Dak.

Weekly

Al

McVille Journal

McVille, N. Dak.

Weekly

AO

The Scranton
Star

Scranton,
N. Dak.

Weekly

Al

The Velva
Journal

Velva,
N. Dak.

Weekly

Al

The Welsh
County Record

Grafton,
1. Dak.

Weekly

AO

Ward County
Independent

Minot,
N. Duk.

Weekly

A3

The Sherwood
Tribune

Sherwood,
N. Dek.

Weekly

AO

Traill County
Tribune

Mayville,
N. Dak.

Weekly

A3

Starkweather
Times

Starkweather
N. Dak.

Weekly

AO

Red River
Talley Leader

Drayton,
N. Dak.

Weekly

a

Sykeston
News

Sykeston,
N. Dak,

Weekly

AO

7

TaBL*. I (continued)
Hasae of
Newspaper

Ahore
Published

frequency
of Issue

Orl jgs County
Seatiael-Courlar

Coopersto>m
». Dak*

Weakly

41

The Eastern
Cali

Reeder,
S. Dak*

Weekly

40

.veils County
Free Press

Fessenden,
K. Dak.

weekly

41

The Sharon
Report or

atarcm,
$• jLiik#

weekly

42

The Stealay
Sun

Stanley,
N. Dak.

Weakly

41

The Ryder News

Ryder, N. Dak,

Weekly

42 '

Dickey County
Leader

Kliendetle,
N. Dak*

Weekly

41

Cando Herald

Cendo, N. j>k*

Weekly

40

Th© Aehley
Tribune

H« iJHk*

Weekly

41

Adorns County
Record

Hot tinker,
N* Dak.

Weekly

42

The Aneia
Ptmorattifi

K. Dak.

Weekly

a

Benson County
Farmer» Press

Mlnnewaakan,
N. Dek.

Weekly

40

The Buffalo
Express

Buffalo,
K. Dak.

Weekly

41

The Bottineau
Coy rant

Bottineau,
N. Dak.

Weekly

40

Humber c
Copies Ut

A B hlvy,

9

TnBLh I (continued)
Name of
Newspaper

frequency
Of Issue

Where
Published

Nusiber of
Copies Used

Csss County
Tribune

Me

Wtfit Fargo,
*

Weekly

40

Turtle Mountain
Star

Holla,
R. Dak.

Weekly

41

Mott Pioneer
Press

Mott,
N. bak.

Weekly

40

Mouse hirer
farmers Press

Towner,
fi. Dak.

Weekly

40

Kindred Tribune

Kindred, 14. Dak.

Weekly

41

Cavalier County
Republican

Langdon,
K. Dak.

Weekly

40

The Granville
Herald

Granville,
N. Dak.

Weekly

41

Total Number of Copies Used

tbe subject of "School Publicity."

4058

Many valuable viavjpointa were

gained which elded materially in developin

t..is study and In asking

an extensive, yet selective, bibliography.
Other Studies
Several authoritative studies of incidental school publicity have
been maos.

Conrad if. Leifur-^ made a study of school publicity In

seven north bakot* newspapers for a period of one school y&ur*

One of

3
Leifur, Conrad £«., "School Publicity in North bskota," Unpublished
Master*a Thesis In University of North Dakota Library, 1932.
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\

the newspapers was a daily and covered the school y*ar 1928-1929*
and the other six were weeklies end covered the school year 1929-1930.
Garlin and Pittenger^ of the University of Texas made a study of
every issue of a Texas daily newspaper for a period of one year.

In

1924-1925, John hrle Grinnell^ made a study of thirty-three dally
newspapers and 320 weeklies covering a period of two weeks.

A most

inclusive investigation was made by Belmont Farley*4
5 as a doctorate
dissertation.

He reported on a survey of thirteen newspapers from

widely separated cities in the United States.

4
Garlic.,. R. E. and Pittenger, B. F., "Educational Publicity in a
Daily Wewapaper", American School Bo&rc Journal. December, 1921, p. 41
^Grinnell, John Erie, "Newspaper Publicity for the Public Schools of
Minnesota", Unpublished Master*a Thesis, University of Minnesota
library, 1925*

6Farley,

Belmont L., "Whet to Tell the People about the Public Schools"
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1929, p. 49.

CHAPTER II
THL lUPOKTAfcCiS Of SCHOOL PUBLICITY

The public school system of the State of North Daxota has developed
to its present steading bsoeuse of the popular belief in education.
The economic emergency which began a few years ego, and which is still
existing in some respects, has done much to underline that confidence.
A tax minded public has unwittingly followed the suggestion# of un
scrupulous politicians who hare furthered their own personal interests
in ©dvoccting platforms of tax reductions.

An uninformed public,

pressed by economic necessity has listened to these suggestions and as
& result, the schools her© been one of the first of the public supported
institutions to suffer from the necessary retrenchments.

Any support

of education which cooes f r a s careless, indifferent or uninformed
public is dangerous.

One needs only to observe the reckless abondon with

,hlch budgets in some quarters of the state hare been cut to be aware
of the truth of this statement.
in number and enthusiasm.

Critics of education era increasing

Aiuch is heard of cutting school taxes on

the grounds of reduced costs with no loss of efficiency.
It is granted that certain cuts in expenses are necessary and must
be made in some instances, but the wholesale slashes proposed in many
situations arise from al .ost total iguoranco of the objectives of both
curricular and extra-curricular offerings.

Unices school administrators,

boards of education, and teach re exert themselves to acquaint the
supporting public with the aims, accomplishments, programs, and needs

of the schools, it may b * expected that there will be a continuance
of the movement wi ich threatens to undemine popular confidence in
educational progress.

The educational program must be presented and

interpreted to the public in such a way that it can be clearly under
stood and appreciated.
In many cases it is found that parents and patrons of the schools
ere disinterested because they do not realise or have e clear under
standing of wh&t ia being done or why it is being done.

Unless they can

feel that there is a reel purpose in the school*s curricular and extra
curricular activities; unless they can believe in and enjoy these
activities; unless they can understand and appreciate the importance of
education in the public schools of our etete, it is not likely that they
will be willing supporters, morally or financially.
When parents and patrons of our schools can be convinced that the
work of the public schools is worthwhile, they ere likely to feel that
they ere getting value received for their money end they will be leas
likely to want to cut school appropriations without just reason.

Through

a well balanced publicity program will be developed an attitude of
cordial good will and an understanding of vh?t the schools are trying
to do.

Most criticism is based on ignorance of what is going on in our

educational institutions.

Many parents ana patrons are criticizing the

school® on the basis of the beat knowledge they have, but that knowledge
concerns the educational procedure of e past school generation.

«e have

moved forward but have failed to keep our supporting public in touch with

14

whet we ere doing.
Ignorant.

People ere suspicious of that which they are

It 1© largely the fault of the ecnools, If the public re

main© uninformed and as a result lose confidence in education.
•Democracy demands that its institutions shall be firmly based
upon proper appreciation and understanding.

Of all democratic insti

tutions, the public school is most in need of this support.

....

To

inspire and inform the supporting public concerning the goals and
practices of modern education is therefore the chief function of the
school.

....

A proper education for eil the children of all the people

must be comprehended by ell the people of all children.

.... Alert and

enterprising school administrators fa;re recognized this need and have
taken steps to meet it.**
The practlc s and procedures of the modem schools of today, the
recognition of difference© in Individuals and their rates of learning, and
the emphasis on development of social attitudes and understanding have
completely changed the rules and principle© which were once thought
adequate in our school system© of the pest.

Now that the newer concepts

of the purposes and procedures of education have been recognized and put
into practice, a greater need for public school publicity has been felt
by educators throughout our nation.

The rise of the new philosophies

in our modern and advanced educational policies have often given the
public a "case of the jitters.*

^Benjamin, Harold, Editor’s Introduction in "Interpreting the Public
Schools* by J. Erie Grincell, McGraw-Hill Book Company, 1937.

Itoe need, of informing the public of the pur os© and echiev ments
of certain

re ant-day practice® and of interpreting certain conflicts

* ich origin! te in the minds of our patrons might be exemplified by
the followingj

"Mary is enrolled in the public high school.

Deal comes up for discussion in one of her classes.

The Hew

Someono gives

expression to views which, by some, might be construed as *un~Araerio&n’.
That evening at the family dinner table, Mary repeats some of these
ideas.

Mary’s father is horrified end demands to know where she has

acquired such doctrines.

He becomue suspicious of high school instructors.

Mery, who ha© a sense of the dramatic, e&nnot pass up « good opportun
ity.

By the time her father starts for his club, he has developed some

grave doubts as to the efficacy of the public schools.

Accidently, he

meets.© member of the Board of Education upon whom he heaps criticism for
peraitting such conditions to exist in a tax-supported institution.

He

also raises certain pertinent questions a® to whether it is not the
duty of the Principal of the high school ana the Super.ntendent of Schools
to set up controls to prevent ’dangerous* classroom procedures.

He

insists that both the public end the pu 41s need protection from such
teaching as characterises thie history decs. ....
end incident® of thie natur

As time goes on,

pile up, the Boc.rc decides that it must

express itself officially in the matter of controversial issues in- the
public school®.**

2

Eaisley, Otto W., "Controversial Issues in School Policy*, Progressiva
Education, December, 1936, p. 609.

__ ________
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This incident is probably typical in many of our communities
and eiiowe that teachers «nd the public alike need to come to ease under
standing of the general educational principle® pr diced in our schools
today.
Surely, it is not the duty of the teacher to do the thinking for
the pupil, or

is intention to advance opinions of propaganda or form

ulate conclusions for pupils.

He, however, assists the pupil in dis

covering materials which have a bearing on the subject and which enable
the forming of opinions and conclusions of an enlightened nature.

The

instructor offers his pupils opportunities to present and discuss facts
pro and con, end serve# as a guide in keeping the subject matter within
its true relatione.
If our communities are to support a forward looking program, they
must toe told what the schools are doing and why they are doing it for
their children,

They must feel that the school is as important as any

other community enterprise and that it is of vital inportaoce to the
community and a me- ns by which the children have © retd opportunity for
future prosperity end distinction.

They must express ® confidence in the

institution and pride in it® achievements.
The task of educating the people about their own school® c n never
be too well done.

That our public is sometimes misinformed as to the

ideal aims, purposes, and needs of a rapidly changing program is shown
by the following editorial published in a Worth Dakota newspaper.

"IT IS E T O

CRITICISE"

"It ie easy to criticise. That ie why bo many do it
instead of offering a little help to the other fellow, foe
feel that we have been of quite some little assist-nee to
the schools. For nearly thirty years no hay© been paying
taxes to support the®, tie have had one boy as a student for
many years. So »a feel m have something to say about echools
and can criticise them to some extent.
First, •*© wonder nhy the terms of school in North Dakota
are such as now exist. Doos it not s© m it would be far wiser
to operate our sch ols during the summer months than in the
winter. The heat of sums or could be counteracted as well if
not better than the cold of winter, North Da ota weather is
also sometimes dangerous in the mid-winte months. And why do
we run a big expensive institution like the schools, for 6
hours a e«.y and six days a week.
So other institution is run on such short hours.
Then there is the matter of equipment. School author
ities went the buildings far superior to what the stu ent is
accustomed to at home. The girls in doan stic science are
expected to have far better equipment than they would have in
the ordinary home. Typists must heve far better machines, than
we taxpayers. The one wo are now using would be scoffed at
by the teaohora end the students alike. .He wonder whether the
schools should here better equipment than the taxpayer who must
make the money to keep the school operating, Should the stu
dents hare better stoves than the mothers who arc helping to
pay for the equipment used in the schools?
Does not the equipment necessary to keep the schools op
erating come by the sweat of we who, whether we want to be or
not, ere the taxpayers? Should not the taxpayer be considered
in the matters of school equipment? Are the spenders, the
faculties of the schools the only onen to judge the ne d for
better and more expensive equipment? tiro the students to be
educated in surroundings which are far better than they >fill
have when they are out of school and which will make thorn dis
gusted end dissatisfied when they meet life as it is really
lived?"-*
This may serve to subatantl&t© that "Little is known at- to the
extent of public knowledge regarding school .satters and the amount of

^Editorial from The Sheldon Fro, rets. Sheldon, North Dakota, April

25, m o.
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knowledge necessary to enable a person to a ■ reelate what public education
aspires to accomplish.*4

As is evident from the above editorial, many

persons who are unqualified to do so, criticise the wort? and the admini
stration of the schools.

The fact that the editor has one child who has

attended school in various school districts, does not make him a qualified
critic or an educational authority*
Anyone who is at all familiar with business institutions knows that
the employees in a bank work for longer hours than the customary banking
hours of 9 A.M, to 3 or 4 P,M.

Ho one disputes the fact that much of the

work is done alter the doors are closed for business.
of the schools or any professional work.

The same is true

The schools must use up-to-date

methods and equipment because no parent wants the child to be trained to
use a cradle for harvesting grain in a combine age.
CertAin practices which all schools have In common are based on the
never conceptions of the needs of tie world in which we live.

Many social

adjustments develop when the school and the community have common interests
and strive to achieve these ends*
In the past, it was a common belief that to inform the public regard
ing the aims and activities of the school was perilous procedure.
fact publicity was regarded as other than educational.

In

"School people

never went to the trouble to point out to newspaper men that there was news

^Bngelhardt, Fred, "Public School Organization and Administration," 1931,
p. 538.
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In the class room."

3

It has not been fully comprehended, that the school

which is supported by the public, holds the place of greatest Interest in
the cosffluaity and that In order to receive adequate support, the public
m e t be well informed about the service rendered by the school.
A eonemnity understands its school system only as it is presented to
them.

It is up to the educators of today to consider the situation at

hand and sense the need of a more significant and intelligent viewpoint
on the part of the patrons, in order to bring a closer understanding be
tween the home and the school,. Educators must teach patrons to look be
yond the daily happenings of school routine.
Publicity is not a new adventure.

It dates back to the time of the

Egyptians, Greeks, and Homans who made known their desires through some
form of advertisement.

Educators have given it their attention and it hat

attracted and aroused public interest in education,

Whether or not the

Horfch Dakota educators have given adequate and well directed publicity to
the schools will be shown by the succeeding chapter*

6«ifewspaper Publicity," im a a ! sL
April, 1924, p. 67.
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CiwTiFi III
MATUBi 01 SCHOOL PUBLICITY

r^=('
In order to make a deficit© analyst© of the kind of school news
found in the newspaper#, it was necessary to set up topic© or group
ings of topics.

It was found that the news surveyed, fitted quite

readily into the twelve headings given below.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
B,

9.
10.
11.
12.

Athletics.
Class Activities.
School Census.
Use of School Buildings as a Community Center.
Teachers and School Officers.
Business Man©g« .eat and finance.
Building® anti Grounds.
Kegietration and Courses.
Dramatics.
Mu&ie.
Social Activities.
Miscellaneous.

The above analysis was made after a survey of previous studies
of analyses of school news, various surveys, end the general field of
school news,

While it was recognised that not all school ness is

readily classifiable into these categories, the intention was to cover
the field of school news to present a complete illustration of the
activities prominent in daily school life and those

ich sight be

considered a par. of t continuous program of publicity information.
It was necessary to include the chief activities that might
furnish school news and at tb® same time lir.it the number of headings
to a point .there ranking the topics in order of interest would not be
come a hopeless task.

Therefore, several topics wore listed un er each

of the twelve groups.

On the following page are the general heeding©
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end the several sub-topics under oach:
1. Athletics:

All news articles cone ruing athletics and the
physical education progre*.

2. Class Activities: All activities which center round the
classes of grades ono to twelve inclusive.
3. School Census: Dmimeration of pupils of school age and
increases end decreased in school population.
A. Use of Building as a Cotamunity Cantor:
as a comuni ty center.

The school building

$. Teachers and School Officers* Personal and professional news
items, elections, and educational meetings, local,
county, and state.
6. Business 'rfaaagement and Jinance: school budgets, tax levies,
elections for sale of bonds and increase of tax
levies, annual state.: c m b , and Insurance.
7. Buildings and Grounds: Building programs and improvements
for beauty end safety.
8. Registration end Courses: Courses of study, registration,
pion of school work, and size of classes.
9. Dramatics;

10. Music:

Plays, debate®, declamations, contests, and enter
tainments.

Voe 1 end instrumental, bend, contests, had concerts.

11. Social Activities: School and class partis , banquets, proms,
initiations, P.T.A. and other professional end
social groups and meeting® to improve and promote
better relations between the homo and the school.
12. Miscellaneous; General school news not included above such as
evaluation of schools, closing of schools, and
general rural school news.
The space devoted to various topic® of school news ae found in the
4,0^8 Worth Dakota newspaper® is represented in Table II.
It will be seen that athletics was given considerably more space
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• M O . IX
Lo
SPACE QW im TO PUBLIC SCHOOL S M S IS HOSTS DaKOTA » M S P a ?IS8
OVist A -PERIOD OF T M MOSTHS
Yb.7

Types of
School Hews

Column
Inches

Per Cent
of Total

Athletics

20702

53.8

Class Activities

4402

11.5

Miscellaneous

3384

8.8

Social Activities

2393

6.2

Music

1858

4,8

Dramatics

1719

4.4

Registration end Courses

1405

3.7

Teachers and School Officers

1177

3.1

Business Management and Finance

876

2.2

Buildings and 0 rounds

354

.9

Use of School Buildings as a Community
x
Center

163

•A

Total

33502
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The data for the above table consisted of school news items
found In the 4,058 Horth Dakota Newspapers used in this study.
The above date is presented graphically in Figure II. This
may serve to present a better picture of the various amounts of space
in column inches devoted to the same topics.

than any other topic in all the newspapers studied.

Accordingly, one

might draw the conclusion that the schools are primarily for th® purpose
of athletics.

Outsiu® of this category of school news, there ia © con

siderable amount of variation.

On closer inspection, however, a rserked

similarity will be noted in the treatment of oth r topics as between
Music with ,4.8$ end Dramatics which rated 4«4$«

Thera is also a simi

larity between the ratings of Registration end Courses with 3.7$ and
Teach ra and School Officers with 3«1$* and between th© ratings of the
topics of Buildings end Grounds (.9$), Use of School Building as a
Com unity Center (.4$). and School Census (.2$).
Similar analyses of school news in other studies, while not made on
the same basis of classlfic. tions used in this study, ft ve resulted in
similar conclusions.
Lelfur* read the Grand Forks Herald (North Dakota) during a part
of the school year 1928-1929*

He found that Sxtra-Curriculcr Activities

which included athletics ranked highest in a group of thirteen topics,
with 32.4$ of space devoted to school news.

Seven weekly newspapers of

North Dakota ..©re also etudiso in his survey.

In this part of the study,

Extra-Curricular Activities rated highest with 52.57$ of total news specs.
This included athletics which alone rated 29$.

^Leifur, Conrad I., "School Publicity in North Dakota," Unpublished
Master1s Thesis in University of North Dakota Library, 1952.
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Garlln f-nd Pittenger* of the Uni varsity of Texas h.ve made &
etudy of the types of school news in e leading Texes daily newsp&p r
covering a period of one year.
phase of school news.

They found 1100 columns devoted to some

The throe topics, the nows column, editorials,

and ocvertlaments were used in the analysis.
analysis, they state:

In summarizing this

"In the news columns, more space is given to

athletics then to any other item.

In fact, from one-fifth to one-

fourth of the total news space used for education is given to athletics.
This subject is given twice as much news s,ace as is given to courses.
nearly forty times as touch as is given to equipment, more than twentyfive times as much as is devoted to enrollment, moru than twenty-rfiv*
times es much as Is given to attendance, aoro t an five times at much
as is given to finances, nearly three times ee much as is given to
other student activities, mor« than fifteen ti.es as much es is given
to honors, nearly nine times as much <.s is devoted to legislation, more
than eight times as such ns is devoted to salaries, nearly three times
es much as is given to teachers.*3
Briscoe^ made a study of news items pertaining to the schools for

k
Garlin, R. £., and Pittengar, B. I., "J£ducutioual Publicity in a Belly
Newspaper", American School Bp., rd Journal, December, 1921, p. 41, 42
and 47.
3
Garlin, K. £., and Pitteager, B. f., ibid;, p. 42.4
4
Briscoe, A. 0., "A Newspaper Publicity Policy for City School Systems",
p. 39, Unpublished Master*s Thesis in University of Missouri Library, 1923.
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a period of six months using newspapers published in nineteen of the
larger cities in Missouri.

Be classified the news as to being extra

curricular or non-extra-curricular.

It was found that 56% of the total

news space was devoted to non-extra-curricular activities, 44$ of the
total space was devoted to extra-curricular activities and tthlatics,
athletics alone taking 25 % of the total n ws space.
A comparison of the conclusions of Briscoe*a study with the find

ings of the present study is shown by figure III.

Extra-curricular

activities includes the topics, Music, Dramatics, and Athletics.
Belmont Farley^ Assistant Director for Educational Interpretation,
Division of Publications, National Education association, made an inter
esting study to deter ;ine whether school news items ware related to the
interest of the reefer.

He made a topical analysis of 39,265 column

inches of school news after reading and analyzing 7jf7 issues of ten
newspapers published in ten widely separated cities in the United States.
The news items were classified under thirteen general topics.
Of the totel space devoted to school news, Parley found that ne rly
one-h if or 47.1$ pertained to Extra-Curricular Activities.
with their percentages of total space are as follows!

Other items

Teachers and

School Officers 9*2$, Perent Teachers Association 8.2$, Pupil Progress
and Achievement 5.6$, B o r d of Education and Administration 5.2$, Course
of Study 5$, Business Management and finance 4.8$, Buildings 4.1$,

Farley, Belmont JL,, **Wh t to Tell the Poo pi .3 about the Public Schools",
Teachers College, Columbia University, 1929, p. 49.

Health 3.351, Methods of Instruction 2 .956, Discipline I.756, Value of
Education 1.5%> and Attendance 1.356.
Another interesting end conclusive study wee snide by Grinnoli^ who
used thirty-three Minnesota, daily newspapers and approximately 320
Minnesota weekly newspapers for a period of t o weeks.
In sutKaariaing, ttrinnell »ti teej

"The type of school info m a t ion

aggregating most of the school publicity in Minnesota dailies 1 ads to
the assumption that the school consists of

ittle else than athletic

contests, dr<mu>tiss, entertainments, forensic and other extra-curricular
or extra-school activities.

In a season of athletic activity almost onen

half of all school news appearing in Minnesota dailies concerns athletics,"
The ©aphasia placed upon athletics and other extra-curricular
activities is clearly shown.

In the surveys which were made, Leifur^

found that $2 ,5 7 5 6 of the total space dealt with extra-curricular activities,
athletics 2 9 %; Oarlin and Pittenger? found that from 20% to 25% was
devoted to school sports; Briscoe 10 found 25%; Farley11 47.1% to extre-

Grinnell, John Erie, "Newspaper Publicity for the Public Schools of the
State of Minnesota", Unpublished Master’s Thesis in University of Minn
esota Library, 1925.
7Orinnell, John Erie, ibid. p. 77,

6
Leifur, Conrad #«, op. cit., p. 20.
%arlin, R. 1., and Pitt eager, B. F., op. cit., p. 47.

10
Briscoe, A. 0., op. cit., p. 39.
^Farley, B. L., op. cit. p. 49.

>
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curricular activities; end arinnell1*, almost 50% during season of
athletic activity*

The results of the present study show 6 3$ of school

news being devoted to extra-curricular ectivitiae.
It is generally accepted that the average school superintendent is
q ite well informed concerning the phases of educational work th t is
of the greatest importance to the students of the school, the parents,
and to hi* professional welfare,

*hiie no attempt is made in the present

study to determine the correlation between the types of school news printed
in the newspapers of Worth Dakota and the interests of the reader*, it
is interesting to review what has been revealed by previous studies based
on t is viewpoint.
Leifur1^ found from 910 questionnaires sent to parents in seven
widely separated cities, that th© topics, Health of Pupils and their
Progress and Achievement ..ere rated the two most i portent items of in
terest.

Extra-curricular activities, including Music, Dramatics, and

Athletics were rated quite generally as being of least interest.
Farley1*1' also mads a study to determine vshat types of school news were
preferred by school patrons and teachers,

from 5,076 questionnaires, he

found that "Approxita.tely 15$ of the total amount of school news has for
subjects, the one-half of the field of school activities in which patrone
have th© greater interest, while 75$, or three times as much space, is

<3l*£
Grinnell, John Erie, op cit. p. 75.
"^Leifur, Conrad
U

op. cit,, p. 2 5 .

Ferley, B. L., op, cit., p. 53.

given to the one-half of the field in which there is the leaser
interest".-^
From another source of discussion of Farley’s study,i<5 the following
is givens

"The expression of interests of 5*076 consumers of school

news shows 'that Pupil Progress and Achievement, Methods of Instruction,
Courses of Study, and health of Pupils, are the four most a pealing
topics for school publicity.

The other four topics follow in orders

Value of Education, Discipline and Behavior of Pupils, Teachers and
School Officers, Attendance, School Building®, Business Management
and Finance, Board of nduc- tion and Administration, Parent Teacher
Associations, and Extrs-eurricul?r Activities.
The patron has thus declared himself receptive to the type of infor
mation for which the school publicist seeks acceptance.

In terms of

educational results the patrons ask, *What are you doing?* ’How do you
do it?’ ’Of wfa t value is it?’ They are not asking how much the school
cost®, how well the pupils a:© housed, whether the teacher atiminiehes
them with kindness or whether proper accounting is made of fund®.

Inter

ested though they are in the-e natters, the paramount question asked is,
♦Shut ere your results?*11
The facte cited in the above quotations are of greet importance
and are applicable to the result® of the present Study which show that
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Farley, B. L., op. cit., p. 53

Farley, Belmont L., "Vfhat Newspapers .Publish About hdue&tion”,
nations schools. 5:32, April, 1930.

the amount of total space devoted to extra-curricular activities is
greeter than was found in any of the previous studies#
That editorial opinion has played a part in determining the type
of school news and the amount of space devoted to each type Is brought
out by the studies made by Grinnell and Leifur.

Grinnell^7 found that

the editors of 101 weekly and fifteen daily newspapers believed that
Athletics, School Honors (achievement), ana School Board Proceedings
were the three highest ranking topics most apt to have general interest.
Leifur^ asked twenty-five florth Dakota editors to rank in order the
topics of school news which t ey believed most important.

They expressed

that Progress and Achievement was first, Extra-Curricular Activities
(athletics, music, and dramatics) second, and Parent-Teacher Associations
third, in importance of appeal to reader interest.
Prom this information, it appecre that the school news published
in newspapers has been to a large extent, selected and written by the
editorial staff and not by the superintenuonts and teachers or other
school officials.

Perhaps this reflection on school officials is true.

Evidence, based on facts, seems to weigh the truth of this indication.
In recent years schoolmen have begun to realize that the news
paper is a valuable »e*.ns of informing the public and that it has not
been used to the fullest extent.

The newspaper has a hold upon the public

17
Grinnell, John Erie, op. cit,, p, 68.
18
Leifur, Conrad W., op. cit., p. A7.

that is beyond all estimation.

People have become very dependent upon

the newspaper for an understanding of life about them.
importance to what they r&ad in a newspaper,

The attach

hince th re ie no subject

so ne.r and dear to the parent*s heart es the welfare of Lis children
and their activities, many opportunities for interpretation of the
school are lost by neglecting the newspaper.

The editors are ready

to publish the news th t the schoolmen bring then! because those facts
about the school ere vital, live, Intimate news.

Schoolmen have not

used this valuable medium of interpretation because thoy have not been
aware of the fact that th© school is news and because they have not
learned to recognize news.
All information from the present and previous studies of the
analysis of school news indicate that too groat tn emphasis is being
placed on athletics and other extra-ourriculer activities in proportion
to the space given to other topics, many of which are of greater inter
est to the reader.

Perhaps It would be possible and advisable to

decrease the amount of space devoted to etaletics from the schoolman’s
point of vie v»

This is not so, however, from th® newspaper editor’s

personal opinion.

The news items pertaining to athletics and other

extra-curricular activities should bo written, nevertheless, with more
emphasis on the values to the pupils in place of stressing the highly
competitive and spectacular contest which characterizes this typ© of
news in the average newspaper.

In this way we can hope to do away with

a large amount of the misunderstanding and lack of appreciation of the
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educational results of extra-curricular activities, incresre tbe
interest of parents and patrons of the schools for this type of news,
ants yet retain the enthusiasm of the present readers.
The need for a new type of school publicity program is evident.
Those persons responsible for the publicity of the schools must assume
leadership and create & program which possesses consumer interest end
encourages public support.

CHAPTER IT
f m m u a n m a g o o d s c h o o l f ta u c m m o m m

A relatively short period of time ha* elapsed since the educators
first became aware of the need of a continuous program to interpret the
work and needs of the school to the general public*

It appears that

educators In past years have devoted too large an amount of their time
to what they were doing within the echo 1 and spending too little time
in reporting what was being done*

The public, like any other employer,

.wants to know what is being done by these who are serving It and will
lose interest and fail to continue its support, if the schools do not
make knows their accomplishment s#

The increased comers of the vtblic

in lax supported institutions daring the past few years has greatly em
phasised the importance of convincing the rublie that the schools are
rendering their share to community welfare*

At no time, as in the pre

sent, has it been mere imperative that the educator prepare hlutself as
a publicist and develop a well-rounded program of school publicity#
The educator must not only take a ..greater interest In the field of
school publicity, but he mast also see that the school i* on institu
tion worthy of -publicity#

He should plan and organise a definite and

a continuous program that will inform the public of the work of the
school and interpret the newer procedures and principles of modern edu
cation*

Only in this way ©an the school be protected from public mis

understanding and indiscreet and biased interpretation.

In education,

in mind the necessity for fulfilling certain practical needs, that these

ly f m
adject!v©».

fhe facts ©an usually b« s»a&© ©till a»or« concrete by
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flood school publicity, according to flrinnell* "mast be such as creates
and maintains & wholesome public sentiment toward the alas and Ideals
of public education.

It aunt present and interpret school facts with

the end of building tip a general knowledge of school workings and p m *
poses.

It must win the cooperation of school patrons* the enthusiasm

of the teaching staff, and the pride and Interest of the school child
ren."
fhe educator needs to formulate a good program of school interpre
tation.

Many principles have been suggested but possibly the seven

listed below are suggestive of what should guide the educator In plan
nlng a publicity program.

ts
According to flrinnell* good Interpretation

should conform to these principlest
”1.

Itshould be continuous.

3.

Itshould be honest.

3.

It should be inclusive*

4.

It should be understandable.

5.

It should be dignified but aggressive.

6.

It should reach every on© in the community.

7.

It should use every facility at hand."

Arinnell, John style, "Newspaper Publicity for the Public Schools of
ths State of Minnesota," TJhpublished Master’s Thesis in University
of Minnesota Hbrary, 1925.
3flrinnellt J.S., "Interpreting the Public School," Meflraw-Hili look
Company, 1937, p. 35.

There ere a variety of definitions of neve and many opinions of
what constitute# news*

Every person ha# a fair conception of what new#

Is but he would hesitate to formal"te a definition*

For the reader, an

understanding of news definition and value is unnecessary, hut for the
news gatherer snd writer, such understanding Is vital*

In every inter

pretation program, there oust he persons who are able to recognise news
and who know how to prepare it for the public.

Hews is really something

in w h i c h a number of people are interested; the larger the number of
people who are interested, the greater the value of the story as news.
While there ie a difference in the definitions of what constitutes

new#, there is a general agreement upon what the elements of news are.
3
According to Orinnell, these element# in order of Importance are* *1,
immediacy, 2 , proximity, 3. consequence, 4, prominence, 5, uimsu&lness,
6. human Interest, and 7. drama.
The news writer mu#t take these elements into consideration,
story loses its value ae time passes,

A

newspaper publishers realise

this and get the news out to the public a# eoon a* possible.

When sport

fan# leave the stadium, they will find news boy# selling paper# that con
tain the full story o f the contest with the final score.
important element for the modern newspaper.

Time is a most

Bvente that happen near at

hand have more appeal and interest than those happening at a distance.

30Tiimell, John Brie, op. cit. (1), p* 77.
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to keep their Interest.

It Is not difficult for the ptblio to see that

thin-s affecting the school will affect their own. children.

It is the

duty and privilege of the school officials to recognise these elements
of news in which the school so richly abounds, and to keep the newspaper supplied with a constant stream of facts and interesting occurrence®
in and about the school#
To successfully create public support for our sch-ols is at times
very difficult#

As is true in all types of commercial advertising, it

is difficult to determine eutco.es.

There are so assay forces in opera

tion which contribute to the creating of public opinion that it is prac
ticably Iwnoeslble to delera no which have greatest effect*

Publicity

for t'ne schools, however, should always b® directed, to gain the post
favorable response from the public.

This response should cone as a re

sult of logical facta presented in an interesting manner.
Publicity techniques art of two type*} those which tend to create
i w*4i&te response and those which ala to develop a continuous, creative,
and permanent Interest.

The schools may use both types to advantage but

the latter must be in most evidence in order to promote a continuous sup
port on the part of the public.

When this is accomplished, there will be

no great need for the periodic campaign of publicity for the increase of
school ter levies and bond issues.
It is utterly impossible to suggest a definite plan or policy for
acquainting the public with the work of the schools that would fit the

varying publicity need* of all communities.

All co ratmities &r# differ

ent d e to such factors as geographical location, nationality-b&ekgronnd#
industrial interests, and many others*

A procedure that will function

in one co jsuaity, a y hare little or no results In another*
The co son element or characteristic of all communities it that
their schools need a continuous program of Interpretation,

The echo 1

superintendent must know and make an attempt to understand his commun
ity and the interests and attitudes of its people*

The chief requisite

for planning a school publicity program Is a complete understanding of
public attitudes, traditions, and prejudices.
Many school® throupfceut North Dakota are found in the smaller com
munities without access to a local newspaper.

Their itasas of school

news are at times found in county newspapers.

Since only a few parents

and patrons subscribe for this newspaper, the school’s news is general
ly ineffective in creating favorable public opinion.
Printed school literature, prepared by or under the supervision
of the Superintendent of Schools would accomplish much in publicity for
the schools in communities without the local newspaper,

Survey re

ports, special bulletin®, items of interest concerning child health, pro
gress, and achievement, courses of study, value of education, in printed
or mimeographed fora, may be designed for specific purposes of continu
ous publicity.

This plan has been used with success in larger communi

ties, as related in the following quotation* "Superintendent H,H, Kirk,
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of Fargo, llorth Dakota., has adopted the practice of studies to parents,
with the report cards issued each six weeks, a small four-page pamphlet,
The first page contains a short hut well-worded message from the super
intendent on some aspect of the school's objectIres or in some specific
phase of the school's work,

The two inner pages usually contain a

brief factual statement about such matters as school costs, kinds of
schools in the city, or school enrollment,

The last page contains the

names of the members of the Board of Bdneatlon and an apt quotation
from some writer of note,

The booklet is printed by the senior high

school printing elaea."*
Another citation of the use of printed school literature follows*
"In order to keep parents informed with respect to the purposes and the
accomplishments of the schools, Superintendent C.k. Stone, Munhall,
Pennsylvania, has adopted the policy of sending home with each report
card a four-page bulletin entitled the Korns Visitor.

The first number

of the Victor call© attention to the library facilities of the school
system, to the special assembly programs which have been arranged for
the year, to the program for American Education Week, and to the uses
that the schools are making of sound motion pictures.

Parents are re

quested to give suggestions with respect to the work of the schools

4"A Method of Keeping the Public Informed about the Ideals and Operation
of Its Schools," The Elementary School Journal, XXXVIII, October, 1937,
p, 08,

about which they would like to have inforrartion.

la addition to the

Home Visitor. Superintendent Stone le publishing for distribution a num
ber of special pamphlets*

'The first of these is a directory of the School

District, which gives pertinent Information about all the school officials
5
and teaching staff of the district.
4 large number of the schools of Sorth Dakota publish
papers.

chool news

Since these reach the homes of every pupil in the school, it is

evident that a good school newspaper is as effective a means as can be
found to Interpret the school to the comunity.

The school newspaper that

takes its rightful place in the school, explains school policy, recounts
Innovations in curriculum, marks changes of all sorts while they are tak
ing place, gives facts about new activities, honors mpils and teachers
who achieve distinction, and campaigns staunchly for the ideals of a better
school.

The school paper is a champion of school causes and the interpre

ter of school life*

If it is well written, dignified, journalistic, and

rich In facts, its circulation will be wider and its area of interpreta
tion will be broader.
Many high schools publish an annual or ye-rbbok.

The annual is

richer in sentimental values than in its value as an interpreter of the
school.

Ite greatest value lies, perhaps, in the way that it promotes an

interest in the school.

In general, it may be eald that an annual publl-

5"A Program for Feeping the Public Informed about the Work of the Schools."
The uiement^sy School Journal, XXXVIII, January, 1938, p. 335.

cation is a test of the effectiveness of the school's interpretation progran.

Hoik on the ammr.1 can h e made an educational influence in the

school and the ctnm&lty*

Many pupile will he enlisted in the wo tic of pro*

duetion and the art, english, printing, and other de artments will he
called upon to collaborate In the work o f achieving the objectives.
In recent year#, many sehoole have began the practice of publishing
a handbook for the students which contains essential information about the
activities of the school.
the school year.

This booklet is distributed at the beginning of

It is especially valuable to new pupils but serves as a

convenient reference for all students.

In addition to offering informa

tion, the better handbook usually contains suggestions on how to study.
Beaus advice on conduct about the school, and attempts to foster school and
personal Ideals of a high order.

It is a splondid means of unifying the

eohool, preserving the desirable traditions and promoting such school vir
tues as loyalty, cooperation, and sportsmanship.

The handbook will be

come more popular in the future because pupils, parents, and schoolmen like
them.

They furnish a valuable meant for presenting school facts and prin

ciples in attractive form,
Irregardless of the else of the school system, it is necessary to
have a definite policy for recognising, collecting, and writing effective
school news for the newspaper.

While there are students in our schools

who have shown their interests in and abilities f or writing news stories,
the task should not b e left entirely to their immature attention*1.

Surely,

the students of our schools should not be expected to carry on the work

necessary for the school publicity program.

*£o do «ot will Inevitably

result in ineffective and irregular practices.

A plan oust be developed

in which each teacher in the school system participates.

The superinten

dent or a teacher who is trained in new# writing should be responsible
for the collecting of news items,

Teachers of the various departments

should, recognise their responsibility in reporting news.

Students should

be trained in English and Journalism classes to detect news values and to
■rite stories,
With the operation of euoh a plan, the superintendent would not find
himself solely responsible for the school's newspaper publicity,

He

would be in a position to supply the newspapers with valuable publicity
without further crowding his daily schedule of duties,

A vigilant atti

tude from the beginning, however, mist be maintained by the superintendent
or principal of the school to uphold the quality and composition of the
news.
Considerable benefit and enlightenment on school publicity can be de
rived from Innumerable publication® dealing with the nub set.

<ducatlonal

periodicals are found to eontain a wealth of information on ways and means
of developing better public relations,

Professional libraries should be

started or enlarged, keeping In mind the importance of school publicity.
These sources of information will stimulate new interests and create greater
enthusiasm for the publicity movement.

In this way new ideas and devices

that have proved successful in other schools, will become known to super
intendents, principals, and teachers.
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It is the duty of every teacher in the school to assist In the inter
pretation program and to plan his work In such a way that the outcomes
*411 giv® the school the desired publicity.

A good school its, in reality,

its best publicity agent.
Public faith in education ha* become more and more dependent upon the
extent to which the sohool ad»iai«trator realises hia responsibilities and
obligations in promoting favorable pnblio relations through the columns of
the newspapers.

This faith must be continued and strengthened in ho e that

our public, as a body, will some day express itself in the words of the
President of the United fitatee, franklin B. looseveltj "We haws faith in
education as the foundation of democratic government,

Our schools need

the appreciation and cooperation of all those who depend upon then for the
education of our youth —

the state's most valuable asset.

Our schools are

today enabling Araerioe to achieve great results, and they can help her to
even greater accomplishments•"
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e

schools and Its contributions to the cornual ty.

I

particularly athletic*.

The spectacular contest In these activi

ties has been over-emphasised while the educational end physical
benefits to the Individual participant has been neglected.
8. Compared with previous studies of school publicity, this study re
vealed that the trend has been to increase the publicizing of the
athletic contest.

It is interesting to note that this increased

publicity has developed during the same period of time that the
financial support of the schools has been a decided problem.

The

question arises as to whether this increased publicity of athletics
has been a cause or a result of the financial distress of many
school districts of our state.
7. Sot enough newspaper space is given to the work of the school as
it affects the pupil’s progress and achievement.
8. School patrons are Interested in some phase of school news.
9. Newspaper editors desire and welcome school news.
10. The present school publicity programs have been very inefficient
and ineffective.
11. Educator* are at fault in not asking greater use of the newspaper
for school interpretation,
18. There is great need for an organised program of interpretation in
the public schools.
13. flood publicity is an Interesting story with important information.

CD
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at various times.
§* The publicity program should include all departments and stvees
the progress of the students, as well as, the condition, needs,
and aims of the school.
6* The program of interpretation should be understand able to all
persons in the community.

Clear, forceful writing, combined

with pictures, graphs, and tables will accompli eh this purpose.
7, The interpretation should reach everyone in the community.
8, The publicity program should be aggressive, yet dignified and
honest.

A consistent program should be carried on without

apologise and unreasonable demands so that it will win the vital
moral and financial support o f the community.
9, The director of publicity must realise the great value of the
newspaper in Carrying out the program of interpretation.
10. The director of publicity or superintendent of schools must
supply the newspapers with timely information or throw open all
departments of the school to the news reporter so he can see
the actual work of the school.

The newspapers must be given all

of the facts about the school,
11. The director must recognize news end be able to write a good
story In newspaper style.
12. The interpretation should make use of every facility and agency
in the school and community such ast

.

5 1

(1) The school newspaper.
(3) The school annual publication*
(3) The school nagaslne.
(4) The pupil’s handbook,
(6) The printed program,
(6) The superintendent*s monthly and annual reports,
(?) Teacher’s handbooks,
(3) School bulletins,
(9) Report cards and forme.
(10) Mimeographed form letters to parents,
(11) Parent-Teachers Associations,
(13) Service clubs and community organizations such a®
Hotarlans, Lions, and others,
(13) Character building organisations as Boy Scouts, ©irl scouts,
O&fflp Fire Olrls, and 4H Clubs,
(14) Exhibits and denonstrationn.
The result of maintaining proper relationships between the public
and the schools will bring many results.
most Important.
1. Iffeet on school financing,
3, Effect on school legislation.
3, Bffect on the supply of teachers,
4, Effect on civic pride.

The following are probably the
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